Although few realize it, all the students of MIT are members of a vast network of student organizations of some 3000 in number. These organizations range from the off-campus offices across the nation, outstanding activities and studies, and all student governments.

The passage of the constitution of the U.S. states that its purposes include education, the protection of student rights; to stimulate and aid students in all branches of education, and to promote student interests in the various fields of study. Furthermore, Naniek Howard, Mac Jordan, Mac Jordan, and Bernie Benson as co-captains for the academic year 1956.

In accordance with its constitution, the team went into the game sporting a mediocre record of two wins and two losses. The basketeers got back into the swing of things with a 13-point victory over the touring team. The first for the Cardinal and a tremendous day for the team.

The proposed groups are given below. If there are any complaints or suggestions, the activities are advised to call Kirkland 7-7471 sometime before next Thursday when the measure will be voted upon by the Council.
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Editorials

GOVERNMENT BY DEFAULT

That's the best way to describe our Student Council of today. Inscomm, through fear of TEN, The Tech, or hard work (check one) has apparently adopted the policy of laissez-faire, is keeping out of the limelight, out of controversy (that nasty word again) by doing nothing. Business as usual. Nobody notices any difference which perhaps is an index of the importance of Institute Committee in the scheme of things, anyhow.

Well, perhaps not doing nothing. Just nothing significant, and nothing new. Perhaps the stifling of creativity occurs not only in the classroom—maybe it's the Cambridge Woven Hose in the air.

Meetings are still held, mind you. Inscomm meets every week these days, more often and more regularly, with more conferences and committees than ever before in our admittedly short-term recollections.

Ah, committees. We once called the great glass ball in Walker's Morris Hall the eighth wonder of the world. Inscomm's committees may be the ninth. The MIT bureaucracy as an administrative and administrative, could probably give lessons to the government's security program.

Right now, Inscomm is reconsidering an ever-present crisis in the life of Everyman. For one thing, they're still trying to unravel the old problem of graffiti and... SENIOR RINGS!

Alarmed at the immorality of the members of the Senior Ring Committee, Inscomm is now considering degrading its watered-down ethos proposal. The change: no longer allow any diners; allow only non-Look-Of-Dean Investment-Service diners. Had these disturbed legislators forbade any traffic with the contractors at first it might have saved them a lot of embarrassment and back-tracking.

Let's, we limit the method to be used in West Point. The Superintendent can make scratch on the ring interiors. Then, on the basis of quality and price, the class officers select a ring, and the chosen ring is then identified by the superintendent and a contract signed. Now this system may be offensive to virtuous Technicians with tender feelings—but it is almost guaranteed fairer to their still tenderer purses.

Letters

To the Editor of The Tech

Dear Sir:

During the holidays (Friday, Dec. 25), a metal glove was taken from one of the fire extinguishers in the Library exhibit room. Because my interest in the armory was well known, I was expected to visit Dean Howland's office to speak to a couple of Pickerton detectives. I was cleared and asked to cooperate in finding the glove.

For all a good start but some people seem to forget property rights and value. The glove wouldn't be worth more than a quarter in a pawn shop but it's worth much more. The man who owns the armory 80 years old and has spent most of his life collecting armor of all ages. Those suites are his livelihood and he loves them. Without the glove, the suit is no good. To find a replacement might involve $25,000 or more and are extended trip to Europe. An equivalent suit of armor is very scarce and hard to find. The glove seems trivial but "For want of a nail the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe the horse was lost; for want of a horse the rider was lost; for want of a rider the message was lost; for want of a messenger the battle was lost.

Thank you.

Frank D. Thompson '39
January 4, 1956
John In Chapel
Organ Recital Sund.

There will be an organ recital in the
g} Chapel at 8:00 p.m. this Sunday, January 8. David Johnson, organist,
played works by Buxtehude, Scheidt,
julian, and J. S. Bach. Many faculty Johnson will play the Bach Toccata in D major for organ,
on the organ. Mr. Johnson now has an
assesss degree from the American Guild of Organists, and is at present work-
ing at the Duarte of Musical Arts.

The present NSA coordinator
keeping the students and student gov-
ernmental offices, and is responsible for
the New England Region. NSA coordinators who tour the individual
campuses during the school year.

Regional Work
In addition to these four national
commission's the NSA supports reg-
ional organizations throughout the
country. MIT is one of the 8 com-
mittees of the New England Region, which is both a miniature USNSA,
but also a regional center and an intermunity between the national or-
ganization and the individual campus.
The New England Region also sup-
ports a number of organizations in each of the 3 major areas of NSA activity. The
 region is held together by four areas
particulars who review the individual
programs during the school year.
Administration of USNSA on the
institute campus is handled by a
coordinator, who works closely with
the regional offices and state
coordinators.

In the libraries has grown from 400,-
000 to 550,000. A specialist in micro-
photography, he has increased the use
of scientific aids in libraries at MIT
and was one of the leaders in estab-
lishing a national plan by which doc-
uments are made available in
microfilm form all over the country.
He headed an Institute group which
understood the technical work in inter-
mediate the Adams papers in coopera-
tion with the Massachusetts Historical
Society and the Adams Manuscript
Trust.

A native of Mt. Carroll, Ill., Dr. Rain received his bachelor's, master's,
and doctor's degrees at the University of California. He was engaged by the
Library of Congress to microfilm doc-
uments in Mexico for the historical
collection of the United States and in
1945 he became the first director of
photography at the National Archives.
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James R. Killian, Jr., textual collection
played by the Grand Clare under the direc-
tion of John Carely and a reading from
the President's address was followed by
Sciences followed Dean Thurman's speech.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

“Thats how I feel about the telephone
company,” says Walter D. Walker,
B.E.E., University of Minnesota, '51.

"For the first six months I was given
on-the-job training in the fundamentals
of the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-
ing these fundamentals has really paid
off for me.

"Then I had the opportunity to go to
the Bell Laboratories in New Jersey,
where I worked on memory crystals—ferro-
electric crystals—for use in digital com-
puters. I found how important research
is to the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-
ing the theory of the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-
ing the theory of the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-
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ing the theory of the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-
ing the theory of the telephone business—how lines are
put up and equipment installed. Learn-

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Wally Walker's career is with Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company. Similar career opportunities
exist in other Bell Telephone Companies, and in
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and
Sylvania Corporation. Your placement officer has
more information regarding Bell System companies.
on the scene

By Chuck Kerley '58
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DOES YOUR SKIING COST TOO MUCH?

Get a better deal at Beaver Pucksters Smash Holy Cross 9-5

**For Second Win; Hat Trick For Durivage**
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reviews

I AM A CAMERA

by James D. Robertson '54

After featuring "Marty" for some twenty weeks, the Kenmore Theatre finally managed to obtain a picture out of the wilds of Hollywood. The picture, "I Am A Camera," is the story of a struggling writer who thinks of himself as being a camera taking pictures of the people about him in pre-war Berlin during the rise of Nazi power. The writer, played by Lawrence Harvey, is forced to aid a damsel of dubious morals by having her come to live with him.roid dressed is played by Ulla Auerswald who really plays it "nice."

The humor in the picture is derived from the antics of Miss Auerswald, especially as her living companion is a young, but moral, bachelor. Shelley Winters provides a secondary plot which rounds out the picture. The only thing wrong with "I Am A Camera" is that it is an attempt by Hollywood to produce a foreign film. Attempt is all that I can say for it.

Oh yes, also selected short subjects.

WMIT Highlights

Friday
6:00-6:45 In the Mood—swing music
7:00-9:00 Beaver Hit Parade—the top 25 tunes in the country
10:30—Night Owl
Saturday
7:00—9:30 Echoes of New Orleans—Dixieland
7:30—8:15 Interlude—jazz
8:15—9:45 Basketball—MIT vs. Harvard
10:30—Night Owl
Sunday
3:00—6:00 Sunday Feature Concert—Beethoven's "Lausus Judge" and Art. III of Wagner's "Die Walkue"
6:00—7:00 Light Classical Interlude
10:05—1:00 Sunday Spotlight—uninterrupted music; first 1 1/2 hours will feature music from Broadway

Monday
6:00—6:45 Jazz Interlude
11:00—1:15 Old Gold Time with Jill Corey

relevant careers in research!

PACKS MORE PLEASURE because it's More Perfectly Packed!

Satisfy Yourself with a Milder, Better-Tasting smoke—packed for more pleasure by exclusive Accu-Ray

The more perfectly packed your cigarettes, the more pleasure it gives ... and Accu-Ray packs Chesterfield fur more perfectly.

To the touch ... to the taste, an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satisfies the most ... burn more evenly, smokes much smoother.

Firm and pleasing to the lips . . . milder yet deeply satisfying to the taste—Chesterfield smoke is pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.

CHESTERFIELD MILD, YET THEY Satisfy!

Three Wonderful Restaurants

39 NEWHURST STREET at 39 Newbury Street, next to Traynor's
THE ENGLISH ROOM at 29 Newbury Street, next to Emmanuel Church
AND THE NEW ONE AT 260 BERKELEY STREET

Earl of Sandwich Avenue lower in The Strand and Marlin Lawless

Wonderful love made bread like your grandmother made and delicious desserts. They are all owned and operated by Frank and Marion Lawless, who have the famous Carriage House in Cape Cod in North Falmouth

OPEN SUNDAYS

INTERVIEWS: Wed. January 11

See your College Placement Officer for an appointment and a copy of our brochure.

For complete coverage...

Read

The Tech

The ideal spot for that weekend date...

- RIVIERA DINING ROOM
  sophisticated continental decor...
- SHERRY LOUNGE
  tropical waterfall...
  nightly entertainment...
- CAN CAN BAR
  3-D murals...

BALLROOMS AND FUNCTION ROOMS delightfully new

Sherry Rillmore

HOTEL
cor. Massachusetts Ave. and Boylston Street

Air Conditioned
- 360 MODERN ROOMS
- Special College Weekend Rates
- CO 7-7700

RUSSIA and the IRON CURTAIN countries can be in YOUR Summer Travel Plans for 1956

SCANDINAVIA: RUSSIA (4 weeks); BUCHAREST;
BUDAPEST; VIENNA; MUNICH; PARIS; LONDON

All Inclusive: $1930.00

For detailed information write:
KEN STEINBECK
Georgetown University Washington, D.C.

Many attractive openings are available in our modern research laboratory for...

- Mechanical Engineers
- Aeronautical Engineers
- Chemical Engineers
- Electrical Engineers
- Engineering Physicists
- Applied Mathematicians
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Research Department
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
450 South Main Street
Fair Hartford, Connecticut
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